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 دقيقه 15: زمان پيشنهادي

 درس اول سال سوم 3+ درس پنجم سال چهارم 

1- Jim had taught for 2 years ………. he met me for the first time. 

 1) as 2) when 3) while 4) because 

2- He never failed to arrive on time ………. his brother was always late for class. 
 1) where 2) as 3) so 4) while 

3- She spoke English so well ………. everybody thought she was a native American. 
 1) as 2) that 3) to 4) which 

4- The country changed economically ………. more tourists visited it. 
 1) so that 2) whether 3) whereas 4) as 

5- Jack succeeded in passing the test ………. he hadn't bothered to take a look at the books. 
 1) when 2) because 3) although 4) as 

6- My back hurts badly………. I climb up more than 3 stairs. 

 1) while 2) as 3) since 4) when 

7- ………. I've finished typing this letter, I'm going to take a rest. 
 1) While 2) When 3) Whether 4) During 

8- Child labor is not a concern in Australia ………. it is constantly worrying Asians. 
 1) since 2) because 3) when 4) whereas 

9- The first two services are free, ………. the third costs 35 dollars. 

 1) until 2) whether 3) when 4) while 

10- I don't think he is fitted for the job………. he doesn’t seem to have enough experience. 
 1) whether 2) since 3) whereas 4) because of 

11- International flights are really expensive while ..... flights within Iran are extremely cheap. 
 1) irrelevant 2) industrial 3) developing 4) domestic 

12- The soldiers who don’t keep their uniform in good conditions are likely to be .......... . 
 1) established 2) disciplined 3) encouraged 4) employed 

13- This is a big .......... .We need more time to think about it. 
 1) face 2) adult 3) sort 4) issue 

14- The whole family survives on the mother’s monthly .......... of less than 500 $. 

 1) labor 2) income 3) future 4) price 
 

15- If you like to study more, you will find a list of .......... articles at the back of this book. 
 1) relevant 2) interested 3) rural 4) extreme 
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16- It’s clear that a healthy diet helps in the .......... of heart attacks. 
 1) prevention 2) strategy 3) protection 4) mechanism 

17- The men and women who .......... in the mines never earned enough to live comfortably. 
 1) removed 2) labored 3) preferred 4) estimated 

18- He may be having problems at home, but that doesn’t give him the .......... to take days off 
work anytime he wants. 

 1) age 2) trade 3) right 4) union 

19- Do you think you could look after the house when we go on .......... ? 
 1) relation 2) vacation 3) economy 4) agriculture 

20- People who live in .......... areas depend on public transport to get into town. 
 1) mental 2) urban 3) rural 4) close 

21- I asked him if he’d come and help us, but he seemed rather .......... . 
 1) developed 2) reasonable 3) unwilling 4) relevant 

22- It is .......... that between 70 and 90 percent of people break the law some time in their life. 

 1) concerned 2) estimated 3) prevented 4) employed 

23- This violin is very old and valuable and must be .......... carefully. 
 1) issued 2) practiced 3) recognized 4) handled 

24- I wondered why he should try and .......... contact with me. 
 1) hire 2) establish 3) handle 4) express 

25- The disease .......... so slowly that some patients may die of old age first. 
 1) prefers 2) develops 3) exists 4) constructs 
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